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Abstract 
Awareness of a conscious entity can exist without elements; therefore, the general 
notion of an object of a category is employed. One of the characterization of 
understanding is: for a given local infonnation (awareness) there exists a global 
information whose restriction is the given information. For such mental activities, 
category and sheaf theories are employed to formulate consciousness. We will show 
that the cohomology (more general precohomology) object, a subquotient object, better 

J
I
I 
1
 

represents the essence of a conscious entity than an object itself. We will also give a 
definition of an observation to fonnulate the collapse of the wave and the wave 
property. 
Keywords: consciousness, category, sheaf, cohomology, limit 

1 Introduction to Category and Sheaf 

In our carlier work, [10], we introduced the notion of conscious universe T (note 
that in [10] we used U for the conscious universe) as a category of presheaves on the 

category associated with a topological space. More precisely, i is the category of 
contravariant functors from the category T associated with a topological space T to a 

J. product category TICo of categories where r is an index set. The category T is said 
OEr 

J to be the generalized time category (or generali=ed lim~e space) when the real line R is 

J 
embeddable in T. Such a contravariant functor P in T is said to be a presheafdefined 
on T with value in TICo. Namely, 

OEr 

(1) 

1
1 
1
I
I
I
 

To be more explicit, for an object V in T, i.e., an open set V of T, and for an object P 
in T. WehaveP(V)=(Pu(V)). aer where each Pu(V) is an object of Ca' Recall 

that a conscious entity is a presheaf Pin T 
~ 

where {Cu,a er} represents the totality 
of mental and physical categories of conscious entities. Further note that some of the 
categories in the product category are discrete categories with structures, i.e. categoriest
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I. 
" 
Jwith no morphisms (namely, identity morphisms only) but with specificaIly given 

structures in those categories (see Part 3). A functor F between discrete categories is I 

an assignment ofobjects. That is, for an identity morphism Ix ofobject X, we have F i(Ix) = If:\', by regarding X = Ix. An embedded real line R in T corresponds to time.	 I 
" In the program which wi)) be described in Part 3, it may be important to consider R as 

ass~ciated with each P. Namely, R should be written as Rp . Then, for objects P and Q I 
in T , there is an isomorphism from Rp to RQ , Let i be an embedding from R to T. 

, 
I 

Then i induces a functor from the category of presheaves on T to the category of I
presheaves on R denoted as r l

. (See [4] for operations among sheaves.) That is, for P 
in i, ;-1 (P) is a presheafon R, namely, the restriction of P on R. One often writes r 
;-1 (P) as fiR' There are different types of consciousness in the usual sense. The first 

I 

is awareness, which is in this sheaf theoretic definition of consciousness, P(V) 
I=(Pa (J'), a Erin the category nco' In Zen philosophy, one begins with the	 <-.

r 
aer 

concept of being here and now. Then one reaches the stage of having no thoughts so 
that each component of P(V (\ R) in each category Ca is a trivial (final) object. We 
''vilJ return to this topic in Part 3. (As an elemental introduction to Zen, one may read I[17].) The second type of consciousness is allell/ioll. When one has a thought on n y
certain topic, it is the component P (V), the image of the projection from P(V) ina InCo to a particular catcgoryCa where the thought occurs. 
erE r 

Now we should answer the following natural questions for this sheaf and category l', 
formulation ofconsciousness. " 

I1.1 "\Vhy Category?" 

Cognitive awareness has been considered to have clear existence, as Rene Descartes 1indicated thinking implies existing. However, for a conscious entity P, a certain 
component Pez (V) of the U\\I3reness P(V) , for a generalized time period V, need not rconsist of elements. That is, it is just an object in the category C without elements. ~ a 

IHence, the general notion of an object of a category is needed. When there a~e 

elements in an object, they are said to be thoughts. For two objects P and Q in T, 
namely, two conscious entities, the communication from P to Q in a category C is a 
correspondence from P to Q . For the sake of simplicity, we did not index P and Q,.' I...namely, we regard P and Q in the category C as the C -components of P and Q in T I 
. That is, for U and ij' in the generalized time category T, the information P(U) for 
the generalized time U is communicated to Q(U') over U' by a morphism J 
P( U)~ (XU) in the category C. This type of communication is said to be a 
!tori=ol1l111 communication in [10]. When U=U', such a morphism from P(U) to QrU) l 
is a natl/ral Iralls/ormation in the usual sense from functor P to functor Q. In 
panicular, the identity map p~:: P( U)~ P( U) in C is the self-awareness r 

"-~ 

."
I
I 
i 
I 
"r 
! 

L
of a . 
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I 
·1 Descartes would say in the above sheaf theoretic sense '"I am aware, i.e., 
I 

A::P(U)~P(U). Therefore, 1 am." A vertical COl1l1ll1lllicatian is an infonnationj 
flow from P to P. Namely, for an object U in T, a vertical communication within PI is an assign~ent from category Ca to category Cp defined by 1;:Pa( U)~ Pp(U) . .... 

I For example, when a conscious entity P studies a certain mathematical field C a to 
understand another field Cp, this vertical communication };:Pa(U)~Pp(U) is an 

~, 
interpretation of the information that P has in the category C a as the infonnation in the

I category Cfi. Then, as sho\\71 in [10], for a horizontal communication of information 

in C ' 1/~ induces a horizontal communication in Cp. (Sec [14], [2J, [16] for categoryr u 
I theory, where [16] treats categorical sheaf theory as well.) 

r ... 1.2 H\Vhy Sheaf?'" 
I 
I 
I Especially in the study of algebraic geometry and complex analytic geometry, sheaf 

theory and sheaf cohomoloh'Y theory have been used to connect local properties to

1 global properties. As is described in [10], in this fonnulation, sheaf theoretic 

l' 
restriction map A~ from 1'0) to j'({() is interpreted as an understanding (perceiving) 
morphism in a category. Namely, if a section s in Pfll) , which is called a thought, is 
obtained as S-' p~: (.... 'J, where.\· is a section of Pi!'), then section s' is said to be an 
understanding of section s. We also say that s is l/llllersfwlllah/e (or perceivable) if 

1 such a I' exists satisfying s= 11.: (.\. '), and d" is also said to be a perception morphism. 
When there does not exist such a V;t {T, s is said to be prcwlderstandable. We will1 consider this idea in Part 3. As in music or literature, when only a few notes or words 
are shown, such information is not understandable until enough information is obtained 
by extending a generalized time period. This corresponds to a covering in sheaf theory. 1 (Sec Part 3 for a more precise formulation.) One can also fonnulate the notion of a 

J 

"', 
unique understanding and a misunderstanding of a thought in terms of sheaf language. 

I An extension (or zmderstandahle) prohlem: for a given thought... in P(lJ) whether 
~ there exists a thought s' in P(Vj so that p,~-- may map s' onto s, or not (that is, whether 

d..: is epimorphic or not) is an imponant question. When such an s' exists,.'i· is said 
to be an extension of thought s. Note that in sheaf theory. iffor any open sets U c V , 
F( V) PI.) F( U) is always epimorphic (surjective), then F is said to be a flabby I

r 

sheaf. It is a simple exercise to rephrase such a notion as a. unique extension of s in 
tenns of consciousness terminology. When it is impossible to extend s beyond P(V),1 then s' is said to be a terminal thought of s. Thus, brain functions from local v 

I 
infonnation to global information correspond to realization of the local infonnation as 
the restriction of the global infonnation in the above sheaf theoretic sense. Two initial 
motivations for using sheaves for conscious entities are the following. At the very 
moment when one notices (or discovers) something after some effort, one usually 
recognizes the fact of discovering before knowing what it is. This type of recognition 

"f 
I 
.~ 

I 
i 
I 231 
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2 

corresponds to the map d:. A reason why P(U) rather than P, = lim P(U) is 
~ 

considered is that one needs a generalized time period U rather than the exact moment 
to have awareness. 

For applications to physics, the most realistic model for a conscious entity in our 
sheaf theoretic fonnulation is the following. Let Q.; be the set ofall objects (open sets) 

in Tcontaining ~ E R. For Pin T, the object in the product category 11 Co 
aEr 

(*)
 

indicates the totality of P's awareness at time .; E R. Or, for P to exist at .; E R is to 
assign an objectP(Q.;) of DCa- See[J],(6]. [11],01'[4] for sheaf theory and sheaf 

aEr 

cohomology which will be needed in Part 2. 

Cohomologies, Precohomologies, and Limits 

In part I, a horizontal communication is a morphism between two conscious entities 
P(ll) and Q(U'j in a category ( .. In general, Jet us consider a sequence in ( . : 

r ) P(l!) ,i ) O( U) ) I?( (P' )---,"-) _(1 (2) 

such that this sequence fOnTIS a eochain complex. Namely, any consecutive 
composition of morphisms in (2) is trivial. In tenns of conscious entities. the composite 
of any consecutive communication is trivial. Then the cohomology at Q((I ') , denoted 
by H* (-- ~ Q(U }-) --}, is defined as the suhqllo/ielll 

Kerq; lImO. (3) 

Let us consider special cases of the above sequence next. In the case where there is • 

only one conscious entity Q , i.e., the above sequence becomes 

(4)
 

Then the cohomology at Q({}) is (}ri!) itself. That is, the subobject of Q(l.l) which 
has no influence on anyone is the whole Q(U), and no one influences Q. Namely, the 
subquotient Ker f{Jc I ImOe: ' the cohomology at Q(lf) , is Q(Uj itself. Next, consider the 
case where there are only two conscious entities involved. That is. the above sequence 
becomes 

232 

; 
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r
 
b 

- - ------+ 0-----+ P( U)-~)Q( U)~O~ - --	 (5) 

'j 
Then the cohomology at Q(U,) is the quotient Q(U,) Jm Oc . That is, the 

cohomology at Q(U,) lS the quotient object obtained by regarding the influence or 
information Q(U,) receives from P(U) as the trivial part of Q(U'). On the other hand, 

I 
the cohomology at P(U) is the subobject Kero. In this case, there is no influence from 
anyone, and the "core" or "private" conscious part is what P does not share with 
anyone. As one can observe from these special cases, the cohomology at n conscious 
entity approximates the core and private consciousness of the entity. When one 
meditates, (without communication with anyone, namely, Ker-part, and closes eyes andr 

; .	 listens to nothing, namely, not influenced by anyone, namely, modulo Im·part), the 
cohomology represents the real identity of a conscious entity. However, this is merely 
the first step in Zen meditation. Some of the goals in meditation will be fonnulated in 
Part 3. 

In the study of consciousness, it is too strong to assume that sequence (2) always 
fonns a cochain complex. Namely, the influence of influence will not be lost in 
general. One needs a stronger invariant than cohomology for a sequence which need 

1 
r not be a cochain complex. Such an invariant should coincide with the notion of 

cohomology\vhen 
the sequence happens to be a cochain complex. From a sequence, which is a not 
necessarily a cochain complex 

.; 9 ) R( [j" ) '1 ) _T ) P(u)-~)Q(U) 

like (2), we construct the following sequence: 1 
o· Q(U)I ~. ) R(U'Xm(qJ 08)------'''''--4-) - - •	 (6)) /Im(oo y) 

One can confirm that sequence (6) becomes a cochain complex. Then we define the 
precohomology at Q(U') as the cohomology of the cochain complex (6), i.e., 

Kertp·/ (Pre. 3)/lmo* . 

1 
We write the precohomology as Ph *(--~ Q( U ) ~ --) . There is a dual 

definition for constructing a cochain complex. See [7] for this construction, the self1 duality theorem. and related properties of precohomology. 
The basic yoga for considering cohomology (or precohomology) is that the true 

nature of a conscious entity in a complex of network ofcommunication and influence in 
a society is the cohomological object, i.e., the subquotient not the object itself. That is, 
one should consider the derived category of conscious entities. See [ 6], [4] for the 
theory of derived category. 

:f 
I 
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] 
'f 

" 
Remark Let Co +(if) be the category of complexes of conscious entities and let P' 

be an object of Co +(lJ). Then such an object Y is considered as a community or 
society of conscious entities. We will study the hy~rcohomology of P and spectral 
sequences associated with a generalized time period and P' in a forthcoming paper [8J. .. 

Next we will consider the notions of inverse limit and direct limit in the context of 
consciousness. One will notice that the inverse limit of)~~onSCiOUS entity is coherency 

of conscious entity. Let P be an object of T=[nC That is, P is a conscious a I

aef '. 
entity. Then, for V in T, P(V) is an object of nCa' Namely, P(V) can be expressed 

aef 

as P{V) = (Pa(V»ad E nCa 
1" 

1
\ 

aer 

Conversely, a family of presheaves Pa:r'PP~Ca,a er, determines a presheaf 

p:rpp~ nC
a

. That is, we have i;:::[nCa)T"rT' =Il(CaT'YJ'). •
I 

aer aef aef I 

From part 1, we have the vertical communication 1;:Pa(U)---,Pp(U) within the '-,
I 

conscious entity P. This communication I; is a typical brain function of the conscious 
! 

rentity P. Then I; induces 1;:Ca''"' ~C/'fl' such that J;(Pa)=l; oPa . I 

Consequently, we obtain i
I 

,',I
f 

(7) i
I 

C 

Then, defin.e an inverse limit ofconscious entities as 
I

\ 

1
I 

(8) 

.. 
I 

That is, the inverse limit lim Ca T"PP is a subcategory of the conscious universe 
• Q'! I\:f ,'.I 

be the natural 

projection to satisfY the universal mapping property. One can also prove 1..;.lim CaT.... =( lim C (rp. From the definition (8) of the inverse limit, the a
'a!r.:.r (a:;r.:.r 

inverse limit is a collection of vertically well communicated conscious' entities. Th~ I 
inverse limit Jim CaT''''' is said to be the collection of coherent or comprehensive iconscious entities. r 

,.• 
•
I 

234
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I 
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i
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I
 
t 
I 
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On the other hand, the meaning of the corresponding dual limit of the inverse limit, 
i.e.• the direct limit lim c.~T"J"F may -be read as the collcciion offinal awareness of 

II": r~r ' 

CO/l.\"CiOUJ emit ie.\'. 
Next, let us consider a direct Iimit. Intuitively speaking, we make a generalized time 

period small. For the sequence in a category C as in (2) 

.~ ) P( (I) .; ) QUI) " ) J?( l/" ) '1 ) - - - , (9) 

first take the inverse limit in the category (. 

Iim(-- -t P(U)~ (XJ!)~ --) . ( to) 

Note that the above inverse limit is the usual inverse limit \vithin a category. In 
terms of consciousness, the limit (10) may be said to be the collective consciousness (or 
the CtJllscioll.\- tie) of conscious entities I), {}, U. ---. Next, take the direct limit over 
generalized periods i1. (f', U", -- simultaneously, then we have 

lim(lim(-- -t /'«(f)-tl)(U)-t --») , 
--r 0- 

\vhich is called the germs (!lcolleclil'l! COJIsL'iOll.\"11('SS of P, Q, --. 

lim ( lim(-- -t P( U) -t O( U) -t --» 
+-- -r 

for later study. 

3 Program 

( 11) 

We will also need 

(1 ] ') 

The goal of this section is to build a sheaf theoretic ontoloh'Y which is consistent \vith 
physics. We defined the conscious universe is the category of presheaves, i. e, 

~i =(0Ca)T''''' A conscious entity, i.e., a presheaf in T, is said to have thinking 
aef 

ability or coherent understanding ability if the presheaf is a sheaf. See [10] for details. 
The totality of c<,?nscious entities with thinking or coherent understanding abiliry is the 
subcategory of_ T which may be said to be the cOllscious topos. denoted as T. Note 
that the topos T is absolute in the follo\'...;ng sense. The composition orthe functors 

(12) 

235
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is an equivalence of categories, where HOl1lr-
P---?Hom,( -,P). Namely we have T::l:: T. 

The index set r may be divided into several parts. 

.. 
(-,-'f. T-; T is defined by 

The first part of r is used for 
...physical world categories. We will use integers as indices for physical categories: Cj' 

j = 0, I, 2, - E r where Co is the general ized time category T itself, C. is the micro 
world, and C2 is the macro world. We consider that C1 and C2 are discrete categories 
with structures. In this formulation, the physical existence, i.e., the object in C2 , of a 
conscious entity like a human being is only a "slice" (or a Hfoam" as in Zen) of the 
product category nCa • For example, non-organic matter M without cognitive 

aer 

functions like non-living things in the usual sense can be considered as a presheaf Al 
.. 

such that the trivial components of }!(l!j arc in cognitive categories. For example, 
~.even if M(U) appears at two different locations in any distance apart in C2 ' as long as 
i 

it is an entity AI, communication of infonnation between the locations should be 
simultaneous. Namely. an object in the product category n(~a ' therefore whose • 

ael" 

.component in each category elf' is the image of the functor from Cn to nC(!. .,ael" 

Let P and Q be conscious entities and let l,' and r be generalized time periods in 
T. Note that for P and Q whose ('2 -components of P(Uj and Q(U) are non-trivial, 
and for a morphism from (I to V, there are no morphisms from P(J·~ to P(Uj and 
from P(Uj to Q(U) in C:z. This is because category C2 is discrete. This means that 
there is no communication in ('2' However, ina cognitive category, .there can exist a 
morphism from P(L'j to Q(llj. For a conscious entity P and a generalized time period 
U, the components in these categories of rr(!) are the p's awareness in those c 

categories. 
Our approach to ontology may begin with the following definition in tenns of sheaf

4

category theory. !
3.1 DeJinition ofl::,(~'ife1U.:e. An E exists if and only if there exists a presheaf r: in 

I 

the conscious universe T such that if E is an object in a cognitive category C, then E is <0 

;.wmorphic to the C~component of Er(~J for a generalized time period U~ and ifE is an 
object in a discrete category e.g., ('I and ('2' then E equals the corresponding 
component of l:"({!). We say that E exists pllre{l' IW11-cognifive(1' (purely physically) 
when the only non-trivial components of the associated presheaf are in the physical 
categories like in (.'. and C2 • We also say that E exists pure~l' cognitive/)' when the of

I 

associated presheaf I..: has non-trivial components only in cOhrnitive categories. \ 
\ 
l 

..:Notice that the above definition of existence is most general in the sense that it gives
 
the meaning of the notion "TO EXIST." Note that a conscious entity like a human
 
being exists physically and cognitively. For example, an electron itself exists purely
 
non-cognitively.
 r3.2 Defmilioll.o/Ohservation. Let P be an object (conscious entity) of j' and let III I 

~..,. 

be an object of 7'. Then P observes m in (:2 over a generalized time period V if there 

I ... 
I

236 I... 
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exists a category C such that there exists a morphism from m(V) to P(V) in the category 
C. Notice that in order for P to be able to observe m, P(V) needs to be a non-trivial 
object in C. i.e., P needs to be non-trivially aware. Namely, V needs to be "large 
enough" for P to be 'aware' to receive infonnation from another object through a 
morphism in C. That is, for a smaller U c V in V, tpere may not exist a morphism 
from m(V) to P(V). More generally, for P and Q in T, we define: P observes Q in a 
category C if there exists a morphism in C from Q(V) to P(V). Recall that this 
definition coincides with the definition of the communication (or influence) from Q(V) 
to P(V). In Zen, one sometimes says that Nature is inside one's Heart. The precise 
"description of this phrase should be as follows. When a conscious entity like human 
being P observes In in C2 , the above definition of observation means that in a category 
C there is a morphism / from" m(V) to P(V). The observation of the object m(V) by 
P(V) is the image/(m(V)) 'inside' the object P(V). Namely, in Zen this means: When

I one opens one's eyes to see scenery, i.e., the C2 -component of m(V), one is seeing " 

the image /(m(V)) in P(V) of his mind in the category C (kokoro in Japanese). 
I Next, we would like to apply the concept of a covering of an open set to
• consciousness. Let V be a generalized time JX:riod of T. Consider a covering of V 

V =UVj . For a conscious entity P, in a non-discrete cognitive category C, we have a 

morphism called the restriction map from P(V) to P(Vj ). Let m be an elementary 

particle, e.g., electron, (which is regarded as an object of f). Then in the discrete 
category C\, we have unobserved objects m(Vj ) for those Vj . That is, the location of 

m in C\ cannot be determined. However, when m is observed by a conscious entity P, 
for some V there exists a morphism from m(V) to P(V). Then the location of m in C\ 
can be determined for this specified V. (See the above definition of observation.) In 
the following diagram 

m(V)~P(V) , 
I ~, -l- (13) 

I m(V,) P( v,)
.~ 

I 

a morphism from m(Vj ) toP(V,) may not exist. For this specified V, the uniquely 
r" 

I determined object m(V) exists, and such a morphism from m(V) to P(V) is induced. 
i Namely, our sheaf theoretic fonnulation provides the quantum properties, i.e., collapse 
'i a/the wave and the wave property. 
I 

3.3 Remark For a covering of a generalized time period V, i.e., V =UV, ,I, , 
consider the following diagram (13 '). 

r 
I ..,. 
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m(V) P(V} 
J, J, 

I 

r 
IJ1(V,}~ P(v,) (13') 

J, .1 I 
m(Vj (\ VJ )-+ P( v, (\ VJ ) 

1,
If for all i and j in the indexed set, the observations SJ during the generalized time 
periods VJ of m coincide with the observations slJ during the intersections V, n V ,

J ,then since P is a sheaf, there exists s in P{V) such that the restriction of s to each V, 

coincides with S" i.e., S ~ P:~ (SI)' This indicates that the global observation ofm in T 
\ ... 

by a conscious entity Pin T can be obtained by the local ob..scrvation data ofm by P. 
3.4 Definition of Wave Slale Let 111 be an object of T , e.g., electron. Then the I

wave state of III is defined by the collection {m(VJ} where unspecified (undetcrmi'led) • 

generalized time periods V belong to n.. Simbolically, the wave state of m in T at . 
~ A _ 

i.,
fER is defined as m(O). When 171 in T is observed by a conscious entity P in ]', 

the unbiguity of the choice of Vin Q. is collapsed, namely, spcsfiying V in Q •. 
7 , I 

As an application of this dependency on Co as a domain of a functor, i.e., 
~, 

consequently, the simultaneity in Cz, we will give a sheaf theoretic interpretation of I 
the Einstein-Podolsl-y-Rosen paradox. Here is a sketch of our formulation. A full 
length paper will appear in [9]. Consider one state comprised of two particles e.g., two 
electrons (e, e') with opposite spins. Let us denote the presheafassociated with the pair 
by (et e '). Since our focus is on category C2 ' for a generalized time period Vt we 
consider the C2 -component of (et e')(VJ = (e(VJ, e t(V)). Namely, a state is detennined .. 
by a generalized time period V. When one measures (observes) the spin of one particle, 
i.e., by specifying a generalized time period Vt in O~, one will know what the spin of 

the other is simultaneously since a state is totally detennined by the time period V': (e, 
e ')(V') = (e(V'), e '(V')). Sec the above definition 3.2 of observation and definition 3.4 
of wave state. 

During meditation, it is ideal for one to think nothing. Then, as we mentioned 
earlier, the cohomological object, i.e., the subquotient, is important. In deeper 
meditation, it may be said that to make all the components of P(U) final (and initial) " 

objects in categories is even more important. When one thinks nothing, 'each object in 
each category Ca , a *1,2,-- -, is a trivial object. Then the cohomology is .' 
isomorphic to the original object, i.e., the trivial object. In Zen, "It is the oneness with 
the wholeness," might mean that to a final object in each category there exists a 
morphism (communication) from every object. Then the self-awareness map 
p~:P(U)~P(U) is a trivial morphism where P(U) is a final object in a category. .'A fractal-like self-similarity equation appears when one fonnuJatcs this in tenus of a 

... 

..I
I 

sheaf category setting. Among {ell} (lEf' let C be the conscious universe T itself.w 

I 
i 
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--

(15) 

.1 

\	 Let P be a conscious entity in T and let V be a generalized ~ime period in T as before. 
I 

Then the (U -component of P(l') is a conscious entity in T . Namely, p(i) (V) is an 

I
..	 . 

object of T. Hence, it does make sense to evaluate at a generalized time V'. That is, 
one can consider (P(l)(V»(V), which is an object of ITCa' Then by considering its 

-I	 aef 

'.	 components in Co and/or C,,) repeatedly, one can obtain various self-similarit)' 
equations 

pi(VIII)	 (14) 

j 
" where /, 111 = /, 2, 3, --- , and the subscripts 0 and ((} are omitted in (14). 

According to the equation (14), when one says "I," one would not know of which level 

..I of "1" one is speaking. Let us consider a special sequence in a cognitive category C as 
follows: 

.I 

.,I Then the usual inverse limit (in the sense that the limit is taken in one category) of this 
sequence (15): limP(U) is an object in C. This inverse limit indicates the high self

-.....
I 

~. 

awareness ofPin C. Equation (14) and the inverse limit limP(U) of(15) both indicate 
<-

..I the ambiguity of the notion of "Self." The inverse limit of (15) corresponds to one of 
the fundamental introductory questions in Zen: Who is that f who asks who I am?

I It is not clear what the direct limit IimP(U) of the sequence (14) means in tenns of 
( 

I,	 consciousness. 
, 

~ 

4 Conclusion 
!. We capture the awareness of an entity P as the image ofa contravariant functor (i.e., 

a presheaf) from a generalized time category T into a product category of categories. 
.>I , More precisely, we have equation (*): P(Q.:)= {P(vjv en~} in 11Co' An auto
! aef , 
i communication within the entity P, including e.g., understanding and self-awareness, is 
~ 

a morphism from P(V) to P(V'), where V and V' are objects of T. Communication 
i (information exchange) between two entities P and Q is a natural transformation 

.'I	 between them. We build a scheme in tenns of sheaf theory and categorical notions so 
that the interactions among entities with mind (conscious entity in the usual sense) and 
entities without mind (matter in the usual sense) can provide ontologically consistent 
precise formulations of an observation by a conscious entity, hence the collapse of the 
wave in quantum mechanics. The notions of limits and cohomological objects provide i 

-'	 fonnulations for higher mental activities ofconscious entities. 
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